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Numerous observations point to a complex and changìng rela-tionship

between land and sea surfaces throughout geological time ln some

localities elevated coral reefs, wave-cut rock platforms. and molluscs

embedded in their original marine sediments attest to past sea levels

having been higher thãn present. At other sites, drowned forests and

submJrged siteõ of human occupation point to sea levels having been

locally lower than present. These observations represent a measure ol

iilative sea-level chìnge which can involve a land-movement signal -as
well as an ocean-volulme signal. The indicators of submerged or ele-

vated coastlines therefore póint to one of three occurrences: land has

moved up or down, ocean volumes have changed, or both have occurred

sinrultaneously.
Tectonic piocess operating within the earth have. caused uplift-and

subsidence tirroughout the Eãrth's history, resulting in relative sealevel

change on a widé range of spatial and temporal scales They'include

uplifiand subsidence a-[ conveigent plate margins where,the relative sea-

leiel change is usually episodic anã abrupt but cumulative over long

periods of"time resultíngìn, for example, the^marine m.ollusc beds high

in the Andes of South America thai were first described by Charles

Danvin. The tectonic processes also include slower and longer-duration

events such as the initiation of continental rifting and sea floor spread-

ing rvith the concomitant changes in the displacement of water by the

ãe"ueloping ocean ridge syst.m.'Long-term thermal contraction of the

.ãoiinê oi,., layers ãl áewl-v creatãd ocean crust at the ocean ridge

resulrs-in sea-flóor subsidenóe. creating basins into which sediments

u..urnulu,., thereby magnifying the subiidence' Larg€ volcanic edifices

stress the earth andcausè mórelocal subsidence and deformation of the

earth 's surfâce in the v ic in i ty  of  the load
At the same time that thi tectonics events shape the earth's surface

and shift the relative positions of land and sea surfaces, ocean volumes

oito .ttong., largely because ol climate-driven changes in the extent of

g laciat ior io i  thõ pianet .  Dur ing extended cold per iods large ice sheets

ibrm. extract ing ùater  t ionr t l iJoceans and lower ing sea levels As the

climate rvarms úp sutEcientl-v to melt the ice sheets sea levels again-rise'

Such glacial cycies have occirrred at intervals throughout much of the

earth'; history but they have been most signiÊcant during recent ttmes'

the Qu¿terna;y perioá. for which the recõrd has not yet been wholly

overprinted by the subsequent tectonic and Iand-shaping events'

Tire combiied result oi the tectonics and glacial cycles is a sea-level

signal thar has varie<l significantly in time as wèll as being -seographically
va-riable. The record of this variability is, however, far from complete,

and to be able to model and predict the migration of coastlines, an

understanding and separation'of the underlying causes of sea-level

ctrange ls essãntial. Isóstatic processes are key elements in this undei-

standing and separation.
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The isostatic process
Isostasy is the tendency of the earth's crust and lithosphere-the upper,
effectivily elastic layer of the earth-to adjust its vertical position when
loaded af its surface by, for example, ice, water, volcanos, or sediments.
For this purpose. the earth can be represented to a good approximation
as a spheriially s¡mmetric body with a fluid core of about 3'400km
radius. The upper layer is called the lithosphere and includes the crust.
Its thickness iJtt'pically between 50 and 150km, varying with the tec-
tonic history of the region. The litliosphere is characterized b1'being
relatively cold and to behave elastically when subjected-to loâd stresses
below a critical failure limit. The nrantle, between the lithosphere and
core, is at a temperature that is relatively close to the melting point of
terrest¡ial materials. As a result the mantle flows viscously, with charac-
teristic relaxation times of 104-105 years, when subject to non-hydro-
static stress. It is this zonation of a "rigid" lithosphere over "r'iscous"
mantle that gives validity to the isostatic models.

The simplist representation of isostasy is by "local" response models
which are ótatement of Archin'redes'principle: a load of heights /r. den-
sitv o. placed on the earth's surface results in a subsidence of the under-
lviiÅ sürface of ô = /iplpn,, where p,n, the density of the mantle. exceeds
the ãensity of the lithosphere (see Figure 122(A)). This model assumes
that the crust or the lithosphere has no shear strength (or has failed
under the load) and ove¡lies a fluid mantle. This model, while unrealis-
tic in many respects, is nevertheless useful fo¡ estimating magnitudes.of
crustal dehection beneath loads. For exanrple, under a 3km thick ice
sheet the crust is predicted to deflect by about I km. A more reasonable
model is s¡g l¡-ri'hich the load is supported by both the ''elastic"

strength of the crust-lithophere and by the buoyancy fo.rces at the base
of thé layer (Figure I22(B)). In this n'rodel, the mantle also behaves as a
fluid and it provides a reasonable description of the earth's.response to^
loads with time constants that are longer than the relaxation times of
the mantle. These models have been extensively used to represent the
response of the earth to sedinrent loads or to volcanic loads. They are
usüally referred to as regional isostatic models.

When the load duration is of the order 103-105 years any load-gener-
ated stresses that have propagated into the mantle will not have relaxed
and the viscositl'of the n'rantle must be taken into account. In these

Fieure 122 Models (A) local isostasy (B) regional isostasy. In (A) the
loãd is supported by the buoyancy force aithe base ofthe crust or lith-
osphere, whereas in (B) the load is also supported by the elastic
stresses created in this layer. As the load diameter in (B) increases the
isostatic response at the óenter of the load approaches that of local
isostasy.

cases the isostatic models are usually represented by an elastic layer over
a viscous or viscoelastic halfspace o¡ in the case of global problems, by
spherical shell models of an elastic lithosphere over a-viscoelastic man-
tie and fluid co¡e. Both lithosphere and mantle may be represented by
some degree of layering in physical properties (elastic moduli- r'iscosity,
and density). Formulaiion-of these spherical response models are well
developed-and solutions for the surface deformation under complex
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Fisure 123 (A) Radial cross section of axisymmetric ice sheet. (B)
DËformation of the earth's surface under the ice that has loaded the
earth for 20,000 years (curve 12+). At 12,000 years a8o the load is
removed instantaneouslv. The initial response is elastic (curve 1 2 -)

and this is followed by úiscoelastic creep, the surface beingjhown
at 1 0,000 vears (1 0), Ó,000 yuatt, and 5,000 years ago. (C) The
eraviiationãl attraction of thé ice load, represented as the deflection
ðf the eeoid (i). and the chanse in geiod from the change in the
planetísraviw due to the defórmation of earth under the load
f i¡). rheiesulú are shown for a period before unloading starts.
(D) The relative sea-level changè, due to the combination of crustal
deiormation, chanee in sravitalional attraction, and ocean volume
chanee lone after tle loãd has been removed' The sea level is
exorðssed ñith respect to its present position. lf the a coastline
folmed near the cdnter of thei load soon after the ice melted, it would
now be at nearlv 800 m elevation.
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surface load geometries exist. Figure I23 illustrates an example of sur-
face deformation where a large-diameter axi-symmetric ice sheet has
been instantaneously removed. The rheology (viscosity structure) of the
planet is realistic (see Figure 127, below) and the results indicate that the
crustal readjustment continues for thousands of years after the unload-
ing is completed.

In addition to the surface deformation, the gravity field of the planet
also changes under the load: the shape of the envelope containing the
mass is modifled by the deformation and material is redistributed within
this envelope. At the same time there is a redistribution of the material
on the surface: sediments are transported from mountains into basins,
or the meltwater from land-based ice sheets flows into the oceans.
Surlaces of constant gravitational potential-surfaces on which the
gravity vector is everyuvhere perpendicular-therefore, change with time
as the load and planetary response evolve. One such equipotential is the
geoid, the shape of the ocean. (If the ocean is not an equipotential sur-
face then the gravity vector has a component along the surface and
ocean currents result until an equilibrium state is reached; thus in the
absence of winds and other perturbing forces, the ocean will be an
equipotential surface. This is called the geoid.) Figure 123 illustrates the
change in the equipotential surface resulting from the unloading. It
includes a contribution from the surlace load itself-the ice "attracts"
the ocean wâter and pulls the ocean surface up around it (curve li)-and
a contribution from the eartht deformation (curve i). The illustration is
for the period while the ice is intact and when melting starts both curves
will evolve with time.

The example in Figure I23 illustrates that relative sealevel change
resulting from the removal of the ice sheet contains several elements. The
crust is displaced radially, the ocean surface is deformed by the redistri-
bution of surface and internal mass. and water is added to the ocean.
The rebound resulting lrom the melting (or growth) of the ice sheet is
referred to as glacio-isostasy. The water added to (or withdrawn from)
the oceans has its own isostatic effect and is ¡eferred to as hydro-isostasy.

The combined glacio-hydro-isostatic processes a¡e of global extent.
The melting of an ice sheet in one location modiûes sea level globally,
notjust by changing the amount of water in the ocean but because of
the planet's isostatic response to the changing surface load of ice and
water. Other loading processes, such as by sediments or volcanic loads,
are usually more local in their consequences. Also, these tectonic
process generally occur on longer time scales so that the mantle
response can usually be approximated as a fluid, and the local or
regional isostatic models are mostly appropriate.

Glacio-isostasy
Ice sheets represent surface loads that reach radii in excess of l,000km
and thickness approaching 3 km. These loads are lar-ee enough to
deform the earth and to produce substantial changes in sea level as illus-
trated in Figure I23. Glacio-isostasy is the major cause of sealevel
change in areas of former glaciation. When a large ice sheet melts the
rebound of the crust is of lar-eer amplitude than the rise in sea level
resulting from the addition of the meltwater to the oceans (typically
120-130 m. see Figure I29 below) from all of the ice sheets. If Â ( is the
change in volume of ice on land and lo the areâ of the ocean, then this
secono slgnal ls

-  11l-4-9lrr¡¿¡
P"J Ao(r)  dt

where p;, p,.. are the densities of ice and water, respectively, and both lo
and ÅVi are functions of time. This contribution is referred to as the ice-
equivalent sea-level change.

Because of the viscosity of the mantle, the crust continues to rise
long after the ice has vanished and sea level appears to have fallen since
deglaciation. This is seen in the Gulf of Bothnia and northern shores of
the Baltic Sea, as well as in the Hudson Bay area of northern Canada.
For these locations near former centers of glaciation the rebound signal
dominates and the observed sealevel curves are characteristic relax-
ation curves (although only the post-glacial part of the change is
recorded) (Figure I24 (Angermanälven)). Near the ice margins the
rebound is reduced in magnitude and may become comparable to the
rise resultin-e f¡om the increase in ocean volume. Now the time depend-
ence of the sea-level change becomes more complex, with its character
depending on the rel¿rtive importance of the two contributions. In
Figure l24(Andøya), lor a site just within the ice-sheet margin, the
rebound initially dominates but later. because of the melting of other
and distant ice sheets, the ocean volume increase becomes the dominant
factor and sea level rises until a time when all ice sheets have melted. The
remaining signal is a late stage of the relaxation process and sea levels
continue to fall up to the present.

The rate and magnitude of the seaJevel change is a function of the
earth's viscosity and the ice history: of the duration of the ice load, of
its areal extend, and of its thickness. The importance of the rebound
phenomenon is that it provides a means of estimating the earth's rheol-
ogy: if climate models and geomorphological observations constrain
the ice geometry through time, then observations of seaJevel change
provide a constraint on the mantle viscosity. If the ice models are not
sufficiently well-known then it becomes possible to learn something
about the ice sheets as well. Figure I25 illust¡ates observational results
for sealevel change across Scandinavia. Here, the ice sheet reached its
maximum at about 20,000 years ago and most melting occured between
about 16,000 and 10,000 years ago. As the ice retreated, coastlines
formed on the emerging land providing a comprehensive description of
the ¡ebound across northern Europe. The rebound did not cease at the
time melting ceased and coastlines have continued to retreat in formerly
glaciated regions up to the present. This can be seen in tide gauge
records across the Baltic, with present sea-level falling locally at rates
approaching I cm/yr in the northern part of the Gulf of Bothina.
Figure 126 illustrates the rate of crustal rebound and to obtain relative
sealevel change these values must be increased by about l-1.5 mm/yr.
Coastlines here continue to retreat despite other factors that may con-
tribute to an increase in global ocean volume.

Glacio-isostasy does not cease at the ice sheet margins. Because the
mantle flow generated by the changing surface load is constrained within
a deformable shell, when some areas are depressed under a growing load
others are uolifted. The latter areas form a broad zone or swell around
the area of glaciation of amplitude that may, dependin-e on the size of
the ice sheet, reach a few tens of mete¡s. When the ice sheet melts this
peripheral swell subsides and for island or coastlines on it sea level will be
seen to be rising at a rate that is over and above the ice-volume equivalent
contribution (Figure I24(Store Bælt)). Beyond the Scandinavian relic ice
margins this occurs in areas of the North Sea and as far away as the
western and central Mediterranean and here the sea level continues to
rise even when all melting has ceased. Beyond the North Arnerican ice
sheet this zone of recent crustal subsidence and marine flooding occurs
as far away as the southem USA and Caribbean.

Observations of sea level within and beyond the former ice margins
provide the principal source of information on mantle viscosity. A typ-
ical result for northwestern Europe is illust¡ated in Figure I27 where the
rebound phenomenon provides a good constraint on the viscosity of the
upper mantle. The main features of the viscosity profile include a litho-
sphere of thickness 65*75 km, a relatively low value for the viscosity of
the mantle immediately below the lithosphere, and increasing viscosity
with depth, particularly at a depth of about 700 km. Analyses for dif-
ferent regions produce comparable results although actual values fo¡
the viscosity and lithospheric thickness may differ because of the possi-
bility that the rheology is laterally variable. The determination of such
variability is one of the important research areas in glacio-isostasy.

While the glacio-isostatic models are well unde¡stood. one of the key
limitations of their application is the inadequate knowled-ee of the for-
mer ìce sheets. The ice margins at the time of the Last Glacial
Maxinrum, some 20,000 years ago, are usually well-deflned by geomor-
phological markers but the timing of their formation is not always
known. This occurs particularly where the ice margins stood offshore
and left few datable traces of both the time of their formation and of
their retreat. Also, the ice thickness cannot usually be inferred from
observational evidence alone and is inferred instead from glaciological
and climate models. The sealevel observations can nevertheless help
constrain the ice models in important ways. Thus, the total ice volumes
in the models for all the major ice sheets must yield a global sealevel
curve that is consistent with the changes observed far from the ice sheefs
(see hydro-isostasy). Also, details in the ice models can also be derived
from the sealevel data from sites within and near the former ice margins.
The shape of the sea-level curye from a near-margin site (Figu¡e I24)
changes quite rapidly wìth distance from the former ice margin, with the
signal evolving from that for a central-load site to that for a site on the
peripheral swell, and observations across the margin can constrain the
forme¡ ice distribution within the ice-marginal region. One of the more
recent research di¡ections in glacio-isostasy is the use of this sea-level
and c¡ustal-rebound evidence to improve models of the ice sheets dur-
ing the last deglaciation phase.

Hydro-isostasy
As ice sheets melt, the additional water entering the world's oceans
loads the sea floor, load stresses are propagated through the elastic lith-
osphere into the mantle, the newly stressed mantle material flows
toward unstressed regions and the sea floor subsides. The shape and
holding-capacity of the ocean basin is thereby modifred and the ocean
water is redistributed. changins sea level. This adiustment of the earth
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Fieurel24 Observedrelat ivesea-level changeforsitesinScandinaviai l lustrat ingsomeofthespatial variabi l i tyintheresponse.Theicesheet
co"vered all of Scandinavia and spread onto ihe Cerman, Polish, and Russian plains. Retreat started at about 1 8,000 years a8o. and the tinal

disappearance of ice occurred ai about i 0,000 years ago. The time scale used in these plots corresponds to the radiocarbon time scale which

d¡ffdri  from a calendar t ime scale by about 1O-i5% foithis interval (1 Crayears - 1.1-l  .15 calendar year).
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Fisure 126 Present rates of crustal uplift (in mm/yr) of Scandinavia
ba"sed on rebound models and on observed rates from tide gauges
across the region (from Lambeck et al., 1998; with permission of
Blackwell  Puålishins).
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Figure 125 Schematic contributions to sea-level change from the glacio-
isõstatically driven crustal rebound and increase in ocean volume from
meltwater. (A) For a location near a former center of glaciation where
the rebound (i) exceeds the rise in sea level (ii) from ihe added melt-
water, (iii) ¡s the total change. (B) For a location near the former ice
margin where the two contl ibutions are of comparable magnitude but
of oóposite s¡gn. (C) For a location beyond the ice margin where the
crusiål uplitt Ë replaced by subsidencê. The effect of the water load
(ii) now is importänt as wéll as the ice-load effect (i). The meltwater
contr ibution is given by ( i i )  and the total change by ( iv).

under the time-dependent water load and the concomitant sealevel
change is referred to as hydro-isostasy. Since the onset of the last
deglaiiation, sea levels have risen on average by about 120-130 m and

l0le 1020 l02l rcn ß23

viscosity

tisure 127 Profile of mantle viscosity (in units of Pa s) inferred from
glãcial rebound analysis of European sea-level data (C Kaufmann,
with permission).

the additional load has been sufficient to modify the shape of the earth'
This is a result of the long wavelength nature of the water load Loads
of dimensions less than the thickness of the lithosphere are supported
mainly by the strength of the lithosphere and the resulting surface
defo¡mation is small. But large-dimension loads effectively see through
the lithosphere and are supported by the much more ductile mantle
which flows even under smali changes in the stress freld.

At continental margins the hydro-isostatic deformation of the earth's
surface describes quite complex patterns because of the geometry of the
load. The lithosphere acts as a continuous elastic layer or shell and the
continental marþin is dragged down by the subsiding ocean lithosphere
but, because of the asymmetry of the load, not by the same amount as
in mid-ocean. At the continental coastlines, therefore, the subsidence
will be less than it would be in mid-ocean. At the same time, some of the
mantle material flowing away from the stressed oceanic mantle flows
beneath the continentallithosphere, causing minor uplift of the interior.
The net effect of the ocean vólume increase is a seaward tilting of the
continental margin which will be seen as a vaúable sea-level signal
across the shelf. ihis éffect is clearly seen for tectonically stable conti-
nents that lie far from former ice sheets, as in the case of Australia.
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While the ice sheets are still melting the donrinant sealevel signal here is

from the increase in ocean volumè and the glacio- and hydro-isostatic

àffects are second order. But when melting ceases the on-going isostatic

effects come into their own. Now sea level appears to be falling at the

coastal site as the ocean waters recede to fill the still-deepening ocean' In

consequence, small sealevel highstan'I are left.behind with peak am-pìi-

tudes åf l-3 m occurring at the time global melting ceased (Figure I28)'

Such highstands a.e co-mon features along many continental margins

ãnd maiifest themselves as relic shorelines or fossil corals above the

oresent formation level or habitat. If the coast is deeply indented. sites

ät the heads of gulfs, being furthest away from the water load. -experi-
ence sreatest upiift while õffshore islands experience leâst uplift This

differãntial rnouetnent provides a direct meâsure of the viscositl'of the

mântle across the continental malgin.
Like the glacio-isostatic effect, the water lo¿d does not only deform the

surface of tñe eanh, it also results in a redistribution of mass and a change

in sravity and in the shape of equipotential surfaces. The total sea-level

cliäges-associated with-the hydro-isostasy include, therefore, both the

crus!ãl radial deflection and the associated geoid change. Also, the glacio-

and hydro-isosratic effects are closely linlced when^ their cause is the

deelaciation of the last ice sheets. Near the edge of the ice sheets, for

exãmple. the water is pulled up (Figure I23) and the waterload is increased

above wiiat would résult from a uniform distribution of the meltg'ater

over the entire ocean. Here the hydro-isostatic signal is a function of the

mamitude of the glacio-isostatið effects. Elsewhere. the broad zone of

iruital rebound suirounding a large ice sheet may occu¡ in an oceanic

environment. Then, when the ice sheet melts this swell subsides, increasing

the volume of the ocean basin, water is u'ithdrawn from other parts of the

ocean, and a further global adjustment of sea level occurs Thus' the

treatment of hydro-glãcio isostasy requires a global and consistent for-

mulation that ensurei that these various interactions are included'

The hydro-isostatic signal is an on-going one even-when major melt-

ins of the world's ice shèets ceased about 6,000-7'000 years ago' Thus

seãlevel change today will contain a small but not insignificant compo-

nent of hydro--isostatic origin (cf. Figure I28 fo¡ the Austraiian region)'

This signil must. of course be superimposed upon -any other changes,

includi-ng possible global warming signals. The results indicate that sea

levels aiound the Australian margin are slowly falling under the

combined glacio-hydro-isostatic response to th-eÌast melting of the

larse ice sñeets (with the possible exception of Tasmania where the

slaãio-isostatic effect of Antarctic ice volume changes becomes signifr-

õant, canceling out the hydro-isostatic signal such that little overall

change now occurs). Similar isostatic effects will be present:ìt all coast-

line, increasing in magnitude as the locality approaches the regions of

former glaciation.
The i;portance of the sealevel observations far fronr the ice margins

is that beiause the glacio-hydro isostatic effects are relatn'ely small

(10-15% of the total-signal) ihey provide an estimate of the change-in

ìolume of the oceanJwhen corlected for the isostatic effects: the

observed sea level, less the isostatic correction yields the ice-equivalent

sea level defined above and hence an estimate of the change in ocean

volume Atrl¡. Several long records, extending-back to th.e Last Glacial

Maximum,'of local sea-l-evel change exist which provide er-idence for

ihe change in ice volume since this time. They-indicate (Fìgure I29) that

maximuir  ice volumes global ly  were (50-55)xl0( 'km'grÈater than

today but, they do not indicate necessartly where thls extra lce was

,tor.d. To'r.toÍue that issue recourse to the study of the glacio-isostatic

process lrom formerly glaciated regions is necessary'

Sediment and volcanic loading
Large accumulations of sediment occur along many of the continental
maftns reaching, in some instances. a thickness of 10 kn¡ or more The rate
oi aäumulatlotiis usually slow and continuous, occun'ing over periods of
æns of millions of years with the sources of sedinents coming from conti-
nental interiors v/here tectonic processed have caused uplift and erosion
processes have carried the sediments to the sea. Examples include the Bay
ãi nengut, the northwestern nrargins 9f E¡¡9qe, the eastern margin of
Ñoi*t Ã*.ti.u, and the Gulf of fuexico. Thick accumulations of sedi-
ments are þossible because of the subsidence of the lithosphere under the
srowing sédiment load. With the above model of local isostas.v an ocean
Ëasin oî depth d" can, with adequate sedimentsupply, lead to a nraximum
subsidence'of 4plpr-p.) whðre p. is the densityof sediments' This
assumes ttrat ttte'bäsin ii uitimately filled to sea level' For do = 4 km, p, :

Z.S g 
"-t, 

P. : 3'5 g cm3the maximum thickness of sediment that can be

"ttiin.¿ 
ít ätout iO*km. However, in this case the deeper sediments will

tt"ui ¡..n deposited in water depths initially o1. do =.4 km, u'hereas the
characteristics of the fauna presérved in the basin sediments usually indi-
cate that deposition invariably occurred- in- relatively shallow waters'
iio*uty alon'e, therefore, cannot produce thick sediment sequences but it
does act as an amplifier of subsidènce that is the result of other processes:

in this case mosfly the thermal contraction of ocean lithosphere as it
cools from an iniiially hot layer formed at the ocean ridges and then
moves away from the heat source.

On shori time scales, sediment loading can lead to substantial coastal
subsidence. This may occur in conjunction with deglaciation cycles
where sediments are eroded from the continents during the deglaciation
stage and delivered to coastal environments at some later stage An-
.iuäpt. of such subsidence occurs along the US coast of the Gulf of
M"*iôo, particularly for the Mississippi delta. Here, coastal subsidence
o."ur, áitut.t appioaching 10 mm/yr and are attributed in part to the
isostatic responsèìo.ecently delivered sediments, but.also in part to.the
eìtriction of flui¿t from thê sediments and the associated compaction'
Here, as in most isostatic problems, several factors will contribute to the
observed signal.

Volcanic-loading of the crust provides another example of isostasy at
work. Large volcaãic complexes form on the sea floor, and elsewhere'
because oiupwelling conväction currents in the mantle that lead to an
i"¡.iti* of magma iîto the crust and ultimately onto the surface as vol-
canos. The manlle source regions for the magma appear to be longJived^
;;ã;. th. lithosphere movei over the earth's surface under the forces of

flate tectonics, á trail of volcanos is left on the surface' The Hawaiian
ähain provides the type example. Orher examples.include the Society
Island chain whose current center of volcanic activity lies to the east of
Tahiti. The subsidence of the lithosphere beneath the volcano is ade-
ouatelv described bv the regional isõstatic model in which the load is

suppoited by the elástic streises within the lithosphere and by the buoy-
ancy force a[ the base of the layer (Figu¡e l22(b.))'.Because of the elastic
oroíerties of the lithosphere imall pèripheral bulges, concentric about
ih.i.nt.t of loading, develop and any islands located in this zone at
the time of volcano ãeveiopment are uplifted by some tens of meters'
Án example of this is piovided bv 1tr9 u.pf¡gd atoll that forms
ü"nde.soir island, southeâst of Pitcairn island' This small island about
200km from the volcanic island of Pitcairn, appear to have been
upiift.a some 20-30 m at the time of Pitcairn's formation, Plihap9
Zö0,000 y""tt ago. The location of the zone of maximum.peripheral
upíft próvides i-tasut" of the flexural wavelength of the lithosphere,
u'pu.á.n"t.t that characterÞes the physical response of the layer to
loåding. With time, some relaxation of the loading stresses can be
expectãd to occur within this layer such that the isostatic state evolves

1 10p t2@ 130e l4æ 1500

Fieure 128 Sea level at 6,000 years ago around the Australian margin
illistratine the effect of hydro-isostasy as a tilting of the margins
of the conitinents. Sea levels are present relative to present mean sea
level. Contour intervals are 1.2 rir. The present-day rate of change
in mm/yr given approximately by dividing the contour values by
6 and ihañeine the sign, the resulting negative value for most
locations in-dicãting a-fall in sea level from isostasy alone.
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Figure 129 Sea-level change for the past 20,000 years. (A) A record
of-observed local relative iea-level change from Barbados and other
Caribbean sites, and (B) isostatically corrãcted sea level from
a number of si tes distr ibuted global ly and combined into a single
ice-equivalent sea-level curve-. Scalê on the right hand side givés the
corresponding change in volume of ice on lañd and groundðd on
snailow sea iloor.

slowly from regional to local isostasy and that the volcano slowly sub-
sides. Thus Tahiti, a relative young volcanic load of about 1-2 million
years, may be subsiding at a rate of about 0.2 mm,/yr or less.

These examples of vertical movements driven by sediment or vol-
canic Ioading illustrate the interaction that occur between the various
isostatic contributions to sea-level chanse. To estimate râtes of tectonic
uplift or subsidence, heights of identifia6le coastlines are measured with
respect to present sea level. Thus, the fluctuations in sea level of glacio-
isostatic origin must be known, but these fluctuations are inferred from
the same observational evidence. An important research area is to
develop methods for separating out these ehects, through observational
rmprovements and through improved modeling of the physical
processes.

Suggested further reading on this subject may be found in the follow-
ing bibliography.

Kurt Lambeck
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